S U MMIT R E P O RT

BUILDING
PARTNERSHIPS
FOR
SOCIAL
IMPACT

OVERVIEW
The modern concept of a united Europe is being tested early in this 21st century. From
the impacts of the mounting refugee crisis, to the rise of populist parties and the recent
decision made by the people of Britain to leave the European Union, the future of the
continent remains complex. While many obstacles to overcoming these challenges
persist, cross-sector collaboration lends itself to more efficient allocation of resources
to focus on these issues and implement viable solutions to achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
To address these pressing regional challenges, Concordia hosted our inaugural
Concordia Europe Summit in Athens on June 6th and 7th. Serving as a continuation of
related programming at previous Annual Summits, this exclusive event took place at a
pivotal time for the continent following significant shifts in regional leadership that will
continue throughout 2017. As the popular vote has become far less predictable than
ever before, election results in Italy, France, Germany, and elsewhere are having effects
not only on citizen populations, but also on universal human rights, global markets,
migrant populations, and regional investment climates. We believe that public-private
partnerships have great potential for impact in Europe as it works to preserve a modernday union, quell a burgeoning refugee crisis, and reignite regional economic growth,
while remaining on the path to achieving the SDGs by 2030. By having convened regional
leadership to address these challenges and formulate practical solutions, we provided
a platform for the exchange of ideas and brokered new relationships across the public,
private, and nonprofit sectors. We remain highly invested in the security and prosperity
of Europe and has prioritized collaboration across the continent as a focal point of our
year-round programming which will carry into the 2017 Concordia Annual Summit and
beyond.
Immediately following the Concordia Europe Summit, we hosted our Day of Engagement
in an effort to meaningfully connect our Members, partners, and other key stakeholders
to the issues discussed the days prior. The action-oriented format provided participants
with an engaging platform to network and visualize their individual role in achieving
social impact. This initiative, held in partnership with the HOME Project and the Athens
Partnership, showcased public-private partnerships designed to enhance sustainable
living and empower refugees throughout the City of Athens. Tackling issues related to
the refugee and migration crisis, economic opportunity, and youth engagement, both
the HOME Project and the Athens Partnership demonstrate innovative collaborations
that engage local governments, nonprofits, and the private sector to address systemic
challenges facing at-risk communities.
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DAY 1
JUNE 6th, 2017

WELCOME REMARKS
•

Matthew Swift, Co-Founder, Chairman & CEO, Concordia

•

Nicholas Logothetis, Co-Founder & Chairman of the Board, Concordia

SUMMARY
Concordia Co-Founders, Nicholas Logothetis and Matthew Swift, welcomed guests on the first day of the Concordia
Europe Summit and presented Concordia’s purpose of enabling public-private partnerships to create a more prosperous
and sustainable future.
Logothetis highlighted that the first-ever Europe Summit in Athens occurs at a pivotal time for the continent, especially
given significant power shifts in regional leadership that are affecting citizen populations and financial climates. He
stated his strong belief in both Greece and its people as a positive influence on the challenges that Europe is facing.
Swift continued by emphasizing that Concordia is growing and working towards the creation of a sustainable future
in a localized way through meaningful partnerships. He shared about Concordia’s Day of Engagement, an experiential
learning excursion aiming to offer participants an interactive platform to network and visualize their individual role in
achieving social impact via an activity-oriented format. For the Concordia Europe Summit, this initiative was structured
to showcase public-private partnerships designed to (re)build communities stricken by the economic crisis and empower
refugees throughout Athens. Swift concluded by raising the question to the audience of how meaningful impact can be
created when acting as change makers.

QUOTES
•

“At Concordia, we believe that public-private partnerships have enormous impact on the Sustainable Development
Goals.” - Nicholas Logothetis, Co-Founder & Chairman of the Board, Concordia

•

“It is an honor to be in a city that represents the founding of democracy.” - Matthew Swift, Co-Founder, Chairman &
CEO, Concordia
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OPENING REMARKS
•

H.E. Prokopios Pavlopoulos, President, The Hellenic Republic

SUMMARY
H.E. Prokopios Pavlopoulos, President of the Hellenic Republic, gave the opening speech at the Concordia Europe Summit.
He characterized Concordia as emblematic of European and universal interest, focusing mainly on the EU-US relations
aspect of the Summit. President Pavlopoulos claimed that there is a perspective that the EU aims to maintain peace and
civilization, while the US’s role is to restore peace. He opposed this statement by saying that Europe should not be limited
intra muros - within its borders - since its role exceeds the nations that comprise it.
Addressing the issues of overpopulation, climate change, terrorism, and immigration, the president stated that Europe
has an opinion and should maintain a collaborative approach. The US was identified as a main partner, who needs to
be inspired by Europe’s civilization and values of peace, democracy, and social justice. He referred to the US as a nation
whose experience has shown that acting collectively with global institutions and the EU benefits both national interests
and humanity as a whole.
President Pavlopoulos underlined Europe’s strength, originating from solidarity and democracy. He acknowledged
Europe’s power, will, and knowledge, and thus its ability to face global issues. He suggested that the continent should
demand to play a part in the main issues that the world is facing, even if that role is yet to be defined. He claimed that
its presence would support the idea that the economy aims to serve the people, and not vice versa. As an example, the
president referred to environmental challenges and indicated that by deciding to react resolutely to dangerous climate
change, the EU demonstrates its honor to this global mission. He also suggested that in order to become even stronger,
the EU must move from monetary and economic unification to institutional and democratic unification, and create a
federal structure based on representative democracy. Without its full consolidation in this form, he stressed the risk of
the EU’s dissolution.
Regarding Greece, he commented on its commitment to Europe and how the country’s role has earned it the right to
demand that partners face their debt towards it. He referred to the institutional European value of pacta sunt servanda the basic principle of international law that agreements and treaties should be upheld - and its consistent implementation
as a prerequisite for maintaining the EU’s credibility. President Pavlopoulos concluded by asserting that Europe would
not be the same without Greece, which will irrevocably remain in the EU.

QUOTES
•

“Greece considers herself as an integral part of Europe, and Europe would never be the same without Greece.” - H.E.
Prokopios Pavlopoulos, President, The Hellenic Republic
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EU-US RELATIONS:

OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRADE, INVESTMENT, AND GROWTH
•

Alexis Papahelas, Executive Editor, Kathimerini Greek Daily Newspaper (moderator)

•

José Manuel Barroso, Former President of the European Commission; Former Prime Minister of Portugal; NonExecutive Chairman, Goldman Sachs International

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

Only with a sense of ownership, agreement on policies, and common goals among national leaders can European
cities be reconciled with the EU.

•

The EU should engage Russia with firmness, while simultaneously avoiding futile confrontation.

•

Barroso views Brexit as a mistake. Despite this, if a country leaves the union, it will not cause a systemic problem.

•

Currently, populism is a serious challenge to society. However, the election of French President Emmanuel Macron is
a positive step.

•

Barroso Turkey is not ready to enter the EU, which should be firm on its principles of democracy.

DESCRIPTION
The US and the EU currently have the largest bilateral trade relationship in the world, totaling $1.1 trillion in 2014. This
transatlantic trade route not only accounts for billions of dollars a day in goods and services, but also millions of jobs
across both continents. Concordia hosted a fireside chat between former President of the European Commission and
former Prime Minister of Portugal, José Manuel Barroso, and Editor-in-Chief of Kathimerini Greek daily newspaper, Alexis
Papahelas, to discuss aspects of and opportunities for the US and EU’s economic relationship. This conversation included
an analysis of what has contributed to the robustness and strength of the world’s largest trade relationship and what lies
ahead as technology, innovation, power dynamics, and politics continue to change in our increasingly interconnected
world.

SUMMARY
During the discussion, Barroso examined the Greek crisis, the future of the Eurozone, opportunities for the economic
relationship between the US and the EU, the Brexit referendum, recent elections, and Turkey. Reminding the audience
that he no longer holds public office, he expressed his personal opinions with sincerity.
Concerning German Chancellor Angela Merkel‘s recent comment that the EU cannot depend on the US, Barroso interpreted
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this as a push for the EU to assume its responsibilities, not as a criticism to EU-US relations. He highlighted that decisionmaking in the EU moves slowly since it is a union of democratic countries not to be compared with the US. Nevertheless,
he sees a great difference since his time in public office. When Papahelas asked about the crisis, Barroso characterized
it as “a trigger for further integration.” He used the European Central Bank as an example, which in some areas has more
power than the US Federal Bank.
Barroso suggested that there should be a more European approach, not to oppose, but rather complement NATO. He
expressed disappointment in President Trump for not mentioning Article 5 in his recent speech in Brussels, as well as not
showing the same commitment to this US creation as former presidents have. However, he believes that President Trump
is more committed to NATO than to Russian President Vladimir Putin. He described Putin as “a person my mother would
not like to see me with,” while also highlighting the importance of Russia and its civilization. He mentioned that Putin has
a tough, yet rational approach. When opportunities arise, such as in Ukraine and Syria, he seizes them. For that reason,
Barroso suggested the EU engage Russia with firmness, but avoid useless confrontation. If the EU appears weak, it will
encourage Russia’s aggressive position.
Turning to the topic of Brexit, Barroso deemed the decision a mistake. It is not a positive step when a member as strong
as Britain - the fifth most powerful economy globally, a nuclear power, home of the English language, and financial center
- leaves the union. Yet, contrary to the former Soviet Union, the EU is a free association, and any member wishing to leave
has the power to do so. Overall, he remains confident about the future of the EU.
Barroso identified current populism as a serious challenge to society, but recognized the recent election of French
President Emmanuel Macron as a win since he is a modernizing reformist with a pro-European agenda. The rise in
populism, according to Barroso’s, is rooted in globalization and has not been completely addressed. He believes leftwing parties should show macroeconomic prudence and social commitment, while right-wing parties should take a
humanitarian approach and defend the borders to avoid the rise of xenophobia. He stated that in the EU there are means
to win the battle against populism and face the danger of nationalism. Democracy was portrayed as having greater
resilience and capability to adapt than an authoritarian government. In his opinion,the real problem in the EU is not the
Commission, the EU parliament, or Brussels, but rather the lack of unity between countries. He described this dilemma as
“the nationalization of success and the Europeanization of failure.”
As the only European member of the Security Council with borders in both the north and the south of Europe, France
plays a critical role. He asserted that Macron must make reforms at the beginning of this term to give people time to see
the benefits. Over the past 30 years, France’s crisis of self-confidence has affected the EU negatively. Seeing an imbalance
in the Franco-German axis, he believes that the two countries need to come together since Germany has linked its own
future to that of EU. Separately, he regards Italy as a very rich country that maintains the resources to face challenges.
Moving on to Turkey, he identified it as the elephant in the room and highlighted its importance as a member of NATO,
collaborator on the refugee agreement, and player in the energy space. Nonetheless, he does not deem the country ready
to enter the EU in the foreseeable future since the latest developments have caused serious concern. He reiterated that
the EU should hold firm on its principles of democracy.
Lastly, Barroso remarked that Grexit is not off the table; it will depend on what Greece does next. The country has
contributed much to the EU, and the Greek people’s efforts need to be recognized. Referring to the economic crisis, he
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maintained that if Greece had fallen, then Italy, Portugal, and Spain would have followed. Barroso considered November
2011 to be the most critical point of the Greek crisis since the referendum was in the middle of a panic in the market.
Calling Greece “the first victim,” he predicted that if the Greek case was not properly solved, it would result in a collapse
in the Eurozone. During his public office tenure, he aimed to support Greece by trying to balance the country and its
creditors’ interests. Barroso concluded that currently the EU is growing more than the US; thus, if a country leaves the
Union, it will not cause a systemic problem.

QUOTES
•

“Brexit was a mistake, but we certainly respect democratic decisions.” - José Manuel Barroso, Former President, The
European Commission; Former Prime Minister of Portugal; Non-Executive Chairman, Goldman Sachs International

•

“Putin is a tough, but rational, person. Where he saw opportunity, he took it.” - José Manuel Barroso, Former President,
The European Commission; Former Prime Minister of Portugal; Non-Executive Chairman, Goldman Sachs International

•

“The real problem in Europe is our countries. National leaders create the Europeanization of failure and nationalization
of merit.” - José Manuel Barroso, Former President, The European Commission; Former Prime Minister of Portugal;
Non-Executive Chairman, Goldman Sachs International
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BUILDING A CULTURE OF LEADERSHIP:

REALIZING THE PRIVATE SECTOR’S IMPACT POTENTIAL
•

Matthew Swift, Co-Founder, Chairman & CEO, Concordia (moderator)

•

Muhtar Kent, Chairman, The Coca-Cola Company; Leadership Council Member, Concordia

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

In order for companies to become more sustainable, organizational leadership needs to embrace the SDGs as part of
its business strategy.

•

Geopolitical, social, economic, and communications disruptions have changed the CEO’s role; they now focus on
continuously digitizing their brand and optimizing communication between the brand and consumers.

•

Despite America’s shrinking middle class, Kent is optimistic that innovation and technology will reinvent and
reintroduce new jobs for the American people.

•

In order to bring about social change, CEOs need to devote time to incubators and idea generation techniques that
will help create public-private partnerships.

DESCRIPTION
An organization’s potential for social impact is largely influenced by the corporate ethos and values cultivated by its
leadership. Balancing needs to meet market demands and remain competitive, while also integrating sustainable business
practices, is no easy task. In this session, Muhtar Kent, Chairman of The Coca-Cola Company, reflected on lessons learned
from his tenure as the CEO of a renowned multinational organization and posit recommendations for the private sector
to rise to the challenge presented by the SDGs by 2030.

SUMMARY
Matthew Swift, Concordia Co-Founder, Chairman & CEO, opened by asking Muhtar Kent, Chairman of The Coca-Cola
Company and Concordia Leadership Council member, what first comes to mind when thinking of Greece. Kent responded
that he considers Greece the cradle of civilization. He highly admires the culture and thinks that Greece’s future is bright.
Moving on to the topic of his transition from CEO to Chairman after 10 years, Kent remarked that this shift has been
seamless, and a company’s success depends on leaving capable successors.
Addressing the SDGs, Kent discussed extensively how organizational leadership can incorporate the SDGs, starting by
embracing them as part of their business strategy. The Coca-Cola Company focuses its efforts on the three Ws: water,
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women, and well-being of communities. In 2010, The Coca-Cola Company, as the largest business user of water, set the
very ambitious goal of becoming water neutral by 2020. This goal was achieved in 2015 by focusing on reducing water
usage in factories and recycling and replenishing water all through high-end technology. The company also set out to
enable the economic empowerment of five million women entrepreneurs who could strengthen whole communities.
Swift turned the conversation to the differences between serving as a CEO fifty years ago versus today. Kent pointed out
that geopolitical, social, economic, and communications disruptions have made the CEO’s role completely unlike that of
the past. Today, CEOs focus on how to continuously digitize the brand and optimize communication between the brand
and consumers. Reflecting on the role of social media, Kent explained that consumers require a two-way communication
where people talk positively about the brand and have a personalized experience with the product. It is important that
consumers be reached on their own devices and engage with products that resonate with the character of the company.
Shifting to a more political perspective, Swift pointed out the general insecurity America is currently undergoing with the
shrinkage of the middle class along with the American Dream. Kent remains optimistic. In the past, there have been times
of similar uncertainty, and innovation and technology manage to reinvent and reintroduce new jobs for the American
people. For him, this is the core of the future. As an example, he spoke about the partnership between The Coca-Cola
Company and OneWeb, a 4G Internet provider, that could potentially revolutionize education and empowerment in
medium-sized countries.
Kent closed with his view that CEOs need to be “outside” and devote time to incubators and idea generation techniques
that will help create partnerships with the government and NGOs to bring about social change. He noted that publicprivate partnerships are the future of the world since they can provide resources no stakeholder can acquire alone.
Through these partnerships, he also believes that regional leaderships, such as governors and mayors, can solve problems
with efficiency and effectiveness.

QUOTES
•

“It is critical for corporations to embrace the SDGs as part of their business strategy. When a community gets stronger,
business gets stronger.” - Muhtar Kent, Chairman, The Coca-Cola Company; Leadership Council Member, Concordia

•

“CEOs need to be out spending all their time thinking about society.” - Muhtar Kent, Chairman, The Coca-Cola
Company; Leadership Council Member, Concordia

•

“Power of partnerships - that’s the future of the world.” - Muhtar Kent, Chairman, The Coca-Cola Company; Leadership
Council Member, Concordia
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GOING GLOBAL:

SCALING LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS IN HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
•

Helena Smith, Correspondent, Greece, Turkey & Cyprus, The Guardian (moderator)

•

Alexandros Kambouroglou, Executive Director, Athens Partnership

•

Georgios Kaminis, Mayor of Athens

•

Nicholas Logothetis, Co-Founder & Chairman of the Board, Concordia

•

David Simas, Chief Executive Officer, Obama Foundation

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

Timing, financing, and transparency are some of the main issues that affect partnership outcomes.

•

Real change is often achieved through cross-sector collaboration at the mayoral level. Mayors ensure people on the
ground are receiving agency and empowerment, not just aid.

•

Successful partnerships engage civil society and result in community buy-in.

•

People are at the center of public-private partnerships, and partnerships of any kind. The vehicle of a public-private
partnership puts citizen leaders at the center.

DESCRIPTION
When developing public-private partnerships for social impact, organizations aim to facilitate innovative programs that
are sustainable and scalable beyond the local level. In this session, the Athens Partnership in Greece and My Brother’s
Keeper Alliance (MBKA) in the US were highlighted as case studies of organizations promoting the value of strong crosssector collaboration, which can spark innovation and help local, national, and global leaders alike to rethink their paths to
social and economic impact. In addition to the essence of public-private partnerships, speakers in this session discussed
the importance of community engagement in public improvement projects, the power of digital technology, and the
ability to improve education outcomes and workforce development through early intervention.

SUMMARY
When asked about the challenges Athens has been facing in recent years, Georgios Kaminis, Mayor of Athens, answered
that the main issues are timing and assuring financing. Kaminis recognized the value of strong public-private
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collaboration, which can spark innovation and help leaders to rethink the delivery of services. Under his leadership, the
Athens Partnership was launched in 2015 to facilitate high-impact programs in partnership with private, academic, and
nonprofit sector partners to address challenges such as the refugee crisis. The partnership is very important because it
guarantees necessary funding without going through complicated channels. While there is much to learn from the private
partners, they in turn have learned the complexity of the issue from the city. Kaminis also cited the value of transparency.
By showing how things should be done and results, skepticism from the private sector can be avoided. Alexandros
Kambouroglou, Executive Director of the Athens Partnership, described the initiative as, “Working with priority projects,
all clearly nonpartisan and important to community.” Nicholas Logothetis, Concordia Co-Founder, observed that the
partnership importantly provides hope and dignity for refugees.
Moderator Helena Smith, Correspondent, Greece, Turkey & Cyprus for The Guardian, turned next to David Simas, Chief
Executive Officer of the Obama Foundation. Simas discussed his work with the US-based My Brother’s Keeper Alliance,
asserting that real change is often achieved at the mayoral level. Since they are familiar with data, mayors know where
efforts should be directed, and investment can be measured from city to city. Furthermore, they help to ensure people on
ground are receiving agency and empowerment from their neighbors, not just aid. This type of cross-sector collaboration
is pivotal for civic society to flourish.
In regard to issue of trust in Greece, Kaminis stated that there is a pressing need to create a coordination center for
the refugee issue. During the summer of 2015, there were problems with protecting incoming refugees, as well as the
city itself. He declared there is moral obligation to lead by example. Simas added that the HOME Project, a nonprofit
organization that provides support to refugees, serves as a strong model. All panelists agreed on the potential of Greece
at all levels of society. Logothetis cited this as the reason for Concordia hosting a summit in Athens.
Public-private partnerships can enable individuals to make a difference. Kambouroglou explained that these partnerships
engage civil society and result in community buy-in. Regarding the Obama Foundation, Simas detailed the identification
and training of citizen leaders in the US and around world as crucial, as they will go back to their communities, ultimately
increasing trust between the different communities.

QUOTES
•

“You have to be transparent, so people do not have doubts about what you are doing.” - Georgios Kaminis, Mayor of
Athens

•

“These partnerships can be replicated and scaled up.” - Georgios Kaminis, Mayor of Athens

•

“We do not live in a bubble. We live in the city of Athens and have made significant progress.” - Alexandros
Kambouroglou, Executive Director, Athens Partnership

•

“At the Libra Group, we try to lift people up and give them hope.” - Nicholas Logothetis, Co-Founder & Chairman of
the Board, Concordia

•

“Trust is the most important issue of SDGs. Trust is the foundation of any society.” - David Simas, Chief Executive
Officer, Obama Foundation
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EUROPEAN ACTION FOR SUSTAINABILITY:

INVESTING IN PARTNERSHIPS TO ACHIEVE THE SDGS
•

Spyros Kouvelis, Senior Expert, Sustainable Development & Circular Economy, UN Environment Programme-MAP
(moderator)

•

Peggy Antonakou, General Manager, Microsoft Hellas, Cyprus, & Malta

•

Muhtar Kent, Chairman, The Coca-Cola Company; Leadership Council Member, Concordia

•

Néstor Osorio Londoño, Ambassador of Colombia to the United Kingdom

•

Dimitri Papalexopoulos, Chief Executive Officer, Titan Cement Company SA

•

Maria-Noel Vaeza-Baque, Director of Programmes, UN Women

•

Valdis Zatlers, Former President, Republic of Latvia

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

Technology can help businesses achieve the SDGs by empowering people who are focusing on political will, business
leadership, and citizenship.

•

Governments have the opportunity to be the facilitator of partnerships and bridge the gap between the public and
private sectors.

•

Vaeza-Baque believes that since the gender gap exists not only in political leadership but also in business leadership,
the SDGs should push companies towards hiring more women by 2030.

•

Zatler thinks countries need to view partnerships as complementary but complicated endeavors, especially during
the European refugee crisis.

•

To ensure equality, human rights should be respected at every step when implementing the SDGs.

DESCRIPTION
Sustainable development requires a holistic and cross-sector policy approach to ensure that economic, social and
environmental challenges are addressed together. The European Commission’s answer to the 2030 Agenda will
mainstream the SDGs in the European policy framework and current Commission priorities, and will prepare for long-term
implementation of the SDGs. Cross-sector investment in the SDGs is critical to achieving goals across the development
agenda. From infrastructure to sanitation to education to hunger, there are many investment opportunities for the private
sector to both increase profits and contribute to global socio-economic development. According to a 2014 UNCTAD
report, developing countries face a $2.5 trillion annual investment gap in key sustainable development sectors. Private
sector investments can be maximized by collaboration with the public sector to complement public funding capabilities,
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increasing impact and scale. Additionally, the private sector’s role in promoting good governance in business practices
must not be understated; transparency and accountability are key in maintaining strong relationships between businesses,
governments, and civil society. This session sought to identify and prioritize tangible opportunities for investment, while
also addressing challenges to collaboration to achieve the SDGs.

SUMMARY
Spyridon Kouvelis, Senior Expert, Sustainable Development & Circular Economy at the United Nations, focused his
questions to participants on investing in partnerships to achieve the SDGs in Europe. Peggy Antonakou, CEO of Microsoft
Hellas, set the tone by discussing how technology can help businesses achieve the SDGs by empowering people who are
focusing on political will, business leadership, and citizenship. Adding his corporate perspective, Muhtar Kent, Chairman
of The Coca-Cola Company, highlighted the importance of implementing the SDGs to a business to make it viable and
sustainable. From a public sector viewpoint, Néstor Osorio Londoño, Ambassador of Colombia to the United Kingdom,
illustrated how governments can lead the way by helping business identify needs and work as a facilitator of publicprivate partnerships.
Shifting the conversation to the private sector, Dimitris Papalexopoulos, CEO of Titan Cement Company SA, reflected on
the audience’s demands from a company like Titan, such as honesty, integrity, and good communication. He ended his
argument by stating that the SDGs are an ongoing journey for private companies. Maria-Noel Vaeza-Baque, Director of
Programmes for UN Women, mentioned that the SDGs should push companies towards hiring more women by 2030 to
break the glass ceiling since the gender gap exists not only in political leadership, but also in business leadership. Former
President of the Republic of Latvia, H.E. Valdis Zatlers, echoed thoughts regarding the role of technology in achieving
the SDGs and how countries need to see public-private partnerships as complementary, but complicated endeavors,
especially in times of the European refugee crisis.
Christos Stylianides, Commissioner of Humanitarian Aid and Crisis Management in the European Commission, underlined
the humanitarian aspect of the SDGs for which resilience, humanitarian aid, and risk management should be considered.
Nikos Charalambides, Executive Director of Greenpeace Hellas, pointed out that the SDGs are incredibly interrelated and
must be viewed holistically since they continuously challenge the business scenario. To conclude the session, Stavros
Lambrinidis, EU Special Representative for Human Rights, expressed that human rights should be applied and respected
in every step along the way of implementing the SDGs to provide equality for everyone.

NEXT STEPS
Promoting cross-sector investment as a means of achieving the SDGs is deeply ingrained in Concordia’s mission of
building partnerships for social impact. This Strategic Dialogue session served as a continuation of our programming
around numerous Annuals Summits, the 2017 Concordia Americas Summit in Bogotá, and Global Partnerships Week held
annually in partnership with Secretary’s Office of Global Partnerships at the U.S. Department of State, the U.S. Global
Development Lab at the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), and PeaceTech Lab. The theme of Goal 17
- Partnerships for the Goals - will carry into our programming for the 2017 Annual Summit which will look at innovative
financing solutions to achieve the SDGs.
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QUOTES
•

“Everybody can choose one of the SDGs - education, poverty, health, climate change - and deal with that in a singular
way. But that misses the purpose. The purpose is to try to bring those things together. Maybe not address everything
at the same time but at least have the crossbreeding, mixing of these things together so you get with one effort more
results, and in that way, you can also respond to society.” - Spyros Kouvelis, Senior Expert, Sustainable Development
& Circular Economy, UN Environment Programme-MAP

•

“Technology can play and will play and does play already a significant role in achieving each one of these goals. As
we know, technology is now in an era where it’s developing faster than ever, it’s moving faster than ever, and it’s
changing the world faster than ever. However, speed is not the only measure of success right now for technology…
it’s how inclusive we become. How many people can actually have access to our technologies, how many lives can
we impact, how many lives can we improve.” - Peggy Antonakou, General Manager, Microsoft Hellas, Cyprus, & Malta

•

“Advancing the Sustainable Development Goals is nothing other than ensuring the viability and long-term sustainability
of our business and our company and of our system. That’s the simple math that we use and it’s worked over and
over again. Our learnings have been always focused. You can’t do everything at the same time. Make sure that your
business benefits from what you’re doing and really go deep and long-term.” - Muhtar Kent, Chairman, The Coca-Cola
Company; Leadership Council Member, Concordia

•

“Apart from the possibilities of contributing to development, and to be a good partner of the government, the private
sector has a tremendous strategic role to play.” - Néstor Osorio Londoño, Ambassador of Colombia to the United
Kingdom

•

“Until recently, it was very difficult to get a common language between business and government to talk about issues.
And that’s where I feel that the SDGs are making a meaningful step forward - in providing that bridge, that common
language between business on one hand and government and civil society the other hand.” - Dimitri Papalexopoulos,
Chief Executive Officer, Titan Cement Company SA

•

“If we decide together--private sector, public sector, civil society--to really give the chance to women to have this
access (to innovative technology), the world would not be stagnant economically. Fifty percent of the population are
women…so structural barriers are critical to be eliminated. And for that, we need, all together, the political will, but
also examples from companies.” - Maria-Noel Vaeza-Baque, Director of Programmes, UN Women

•

“As we speak about opportunities and challenges, we all know these two things approach us hand in hand. When
you have an opportunity, you have immediately a challenge. When you have a challenge, you have an immediate
opportunity. But the key to success in how to deal with that is sharing. And it’s not a new principle. That means
sharing the knowledge, sharing the resources, sharing any experience.” - Valdis Zatlers, Former President, Republic
of Latvia
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DAY 2
JUNE 7th, 2017

WELCOME REMARKS
•

Matthew Swift, Co-Founder, Chairman & CEO, Concordia

•

Nicholas Logothetis, Co-Founder & Chairman of the Board, Concordia

SUMMARY
Concordia Co-Founders welcomed the audience and recounted the previous day’s conversations, mentioning a sense
of uncertainty about the EU’s future and the need for security and stability to be addressed in collaborative ways. While
the public and private sectors speak different languages, cross-sector collaboration is the way to address these global
issues. They explained Day 2 of the Summit would address pressing issues across various sectors for European economic
development, security, and stability.

QUOTES
•

“While many obstacles to overcoming these challenges persist, cross-sector collaboration lends itself to more efficient
allocation of resources to address these issues and implement viable solutions to achieve the SDGs.” - Matthew Swift,
Co-Founder, Chairman & CEO, Concordia

•

“Our programming will cover the most pressing concerns of the EU as well as the fundamental recalibration needed
to shift away from short-term approaches to holistic strategies for the refugee crisis. Thanks again for your support in
helping us build meaningful partnerships for a more prosperous and sustainable future.” - Nicholas Logothetis, CoFounder & Chairman of the Board, Concordia
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THE FUTURE OF EUROPE
•

Mike Manatos, President, Manatos & Manatos (introduction)

•

Matthew Swift, Co-Founder, Chairman & CEO, Concordia (moderator)

•

Nicholas Logothetis, Co-Founder & Chairman of the Board, Concordia (moderator)

•

Joseph R. Biden, Former Vice President, United States of America

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

A strong Greece is firmly anchored in Europe, and its stability is also critical for the security of the US.

•

Biden noted that the only way to ensure democracy and avoid the abuse of power is through multilateral institutions
like the EU. The challenges it now faces are linked to the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

•

According to Biden, the biggest future threat to the US is global warming.

•

The Penn Biden Center for Diplomacy and Global Engagement will help bring partners together to address middle
class challenges, income equality, LGBTQ issues, and matters dealing with human dignity.

SUMMARY
Mike Manatos, President of Manatos & Manatos, introduced the former Vice President of the United States, Joe Biden,
as the morning keynote speaker for Day 2 of the Summit. Manatos acknowledged the Biden Foundation’s role in ending
violence against women, protecting children, diplomacy and global engagement, military families and community
colleges, equality, and strengthening the middle class. He also recognized Biden’s role at a time when many are concerned
about the future of the United States and of the world community, and declared, “Joe Biden is stepping forward to lead
with optimism, strength, and philotimo.”
Greece’s financial crisis and the challenges the EU has been facing the past years were the center of Biden’s speech. He
stated that a strong Greece is firmly anchored in Europe, and its stability is also critical for the security of the US. Biden
thanked the Greek people for bearing the burden of the refugee crisis and underlined that Greece and the US share
the same value system. Both are continuously challenged by ISIS, by Russia, and by the situation in eastern Ukraine.
According to Biden, NATO and other European institutions are put to the test by demagogues and xenophobes who
promote nationalism in Europe. He also expressed the importance of the transatlantic partnership for both Greece
and the US to combat these challenges together and defend the liberal international order which is the foundation of
international security.
Biden mentioned that the European vision is not to be taken for granted since it is a hard-earned endeavor through which
the Europeans will have to reinvent themselves. He focused on how a strong cohesive Europe is in the best interest of the
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US in terms of security, characterizing Greece as the linchpin of all developments in the EU.
Following his speech, Nicholas Logothetis and Matthew Swift, Co-Founders of Concordia, joined Biden for a fireside chat.
They asked Biden to elaborate from a US perspective why the EU remains important. Biden noted that the only way to
ensure democracy and to avoid the abuse of power is through multilateral institutions like the EU. The challenges it now
faces are linked to the Fourth Industrial Revolution, called globalization and digitalization.
Biden discussed the pessimism that currently prevails in the US. He stressed that at the moment the US is in the best
position to lead the world and to be a positive influence. However, he also acknowledged the source of frustration
Americans feel as jobs are being lost due to technological disruptions. According to him, the biggest threat America will
face in the future is global warming.
When asked about his relationship with the Greek people, Biden characterized himself as a Roman Catholic who admires
Plato and Aristotle. For him, Greek civilization crosses the path of conscience and convenience. The ancient Greek values
are deeply embedded in his life as a politician and as an academic. Commenting on his experience as Vice President, Joe
Biden defined it as the “honor of his life” working closely with former US President Barack Obama, a leader he described
as “a man of great integrity.”
To end the conversation, Biden discussed the work being done at the Penn Biden Center for Diplomacy and Global
Engagement. It was founded on the principle that a democratic, open, secure, tolerant, and interconnected world benefits
all Americans. It will help bring together partners to address middle class issues, income equality, LGBTQ issues, and
matters dealing with human dignity.

QUOTES
•

“It is clear that Joe Biden has lived a life of philotimo...duty, loyalty, integrity, honor, love, trust, faith, and perhaps
most important of all, the pride in being decent. It means the strong have a duty to help the weak. It means we should
have conviction in our values and principles.” - Mike Manatos, President, Manatos & Manatos

•

“Our transatlantic partnership remains essential to address economic challenges. Together we stay united.”- Joseph
R. Biden, Former Vice President, United States of America

•

“European security is vital to US security.” - Joseph R. Biden, Former Vice President, United States of America

•

“A strong Europe is a cohesive Europe.” - Joseph R. Biden, Former Vice President, United States of America
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MORNING REMARKS
•

George M. Logothetis, Chairman & CEO, Libra Group; Chairman of the Leadership Council, Concordia

SUMMARY
Following former US Vice President Biden’s address, George M. Logothetis, Chairman and CEO of the Libra Group and
Chairman of the Concordia Leadership Council, gave morning remarks centered on the idea of heroes. Referring to Biden
himself as a hero, Logothetis praised his decades of public service. He stated, “The truest of heroes does not accept nor
expect that they are a hero,” but are always serving.
Logothetis continued by commenting on the epic social and economic crisis that has engulfed Greece over the last nine
years. He recognized that some heroes are less obvious, but what he has witnessed in the country has given hope and
confidence to the Greek people. Many heroes are born from crises, and it often takes adversity for heroism to be brought
to life.
He ended by calling Greece the “global underdog” of today, comparing the country to David of the biblical story of
David and Goliath. On an optimistic note, he acknowledged that opportunity remains. There is the possibility to reinvent
oneself and to reaffirm a collective culture.

QUOTES
•

“You don’t have to believe in miracles, you have to believe in people; and people create miracles.” - George M.
Logothetis, Chairman & CEO, Libra Group; Chairman of the Leadership Council, Concordia

•

“Today, Greece remains a “global underdog.” But lest we forget, David beat Goliath.” - George M. Logothetis, Chairman
& CEO, Libra Group; Chairman of the Leadership Council, Concordia
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COMPETING PRIORITIES:

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
•

Katerina Sokou, Washington Correspondent, Kathimerini (moderator)

•

George Mitchell, Former Senate Majority Leader, State of Maine; Leadership Council Member, Concordia

•

Kyriakos Mitsotakis, President, Nea Demokratia

•

Geoffrey Pyatt, US Ambassador to the Hellenic Republic

•

Kate Smith, UK Ambassador to the Hellenic Republic

•

Dimitris Tsitsiragos, Vice President of New Business, International Finance Corporation

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

The EU, NATO, and the UN are institutions that remain vital to world peace and prosperity.

•

The legacy of the Marshall Plan continues to be important today; the US has an enduring interest in maintaining the
structure of transatlantic unity.

•

Brexit should not represent a challenge to European integrity. The UK will be leaving the EU’s institutions, but not
Europe, of which it is an integral part.

DESCRIPTION
The EU’s most pressing concerns are up for debate, with conflicting priorities of fiscal austerity, refugees, security, and
Brexit negotiations competing for urgency. Recent calls have been made to boost fiscal and structural policy within
European national governments in order to increase the effectiveness of monetary policy and reinforce growth within
the Eurozone. Britain’s 2016 decision to enact Article 50 has had rippling impact across Europe, leading to fluctuating
financial markets, reluctant border policy, and an increase of populist movements in Germany, Austria, France and Italy.
With the recent results of the American elections, added pressures to international monetary policy and regional security
were discussed within this session as regional leadership seeks clarity from the incoming administration on free trade,
climate change, immigration, and commitments to NATO.

SUMMARY
Katerina Sokou, Washington Correspondent for Kathimerini, set the tone asking what the biggest challenge was to the
EU. George Mitchell, former US Senate Majority Leader and Concordia Leadership Council Member, said that in terms of
human life, he believes the world was much more dangerous during the 1920s. The EU, NATO, and UN were established
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to create peace and prosperity. These institutions have been of critical importance to people of Europe, North America,
and the world. The EU continues these efforts, but no country has figured out the way to retain the technological benefits
of trade.
Acknowledging the seventy year anniversary of the Marshall Plan speech, Sokou asked about its legacy and relevance to
US-European relations. Geoffrey Pyatt, US Ambassador to the Hellenic Republic, affirmed that the US has an enduring
interest in maintaining the structure of transatlantic unity. There is more trade between the US and Europe than any other
region. He stated that on every problem the US faces around the world, it is most effective in pursuing its goals when
doing so jointly with European allies.
Regarding the upcoming elections in the UK, participants also discussed the effect of Brexit on Europe. Kate Smith, UK
Ambassador to the Hellenic Republic, replied that it would be a mistake to see Brexit as a challenge to the integrity of
the Europe. The UK will be leaving institutions, but not Europe. Dimitris Tsitsiragos, Vice President of New Business of the
International Finance Corporation, remarked that Europe needs growth, jobs, and to be competitive. While the European
experiment has been a success overall, it has been accompanied by high unemployment, a shrinking middle class, and
rising populism. Kyriakos Mitsotakis, President of Nea Demokratia, focused on the need to create jobs, stabilize security,
and address climate change. Mitsotakis explained the emergence of a new entrepreneurial culture as a positive result of
the crisis that has driven the creation of public-private partnerships in areas such as the environment, education, public
health, tourism, and justice reform.
Other Principal Participants around the table also contributed to the conversation. On the role of European monetary
policy in the stability of the Eurozone, Iannis Mourmouras, Deputy Governor of the Bank of Greece, predicted that 2017
would be a good year for global growth. In particular, the Eurozone has grown more than the US. George Papandreou,
former Prime Minister of Greece, added his thoughts on the perpetuation of the Greek crisis, explaining that the Eurozone
has structural problems, but Europe’s capacity is underestimated. A stronger Europe is important not only for Europe, but
also for the US and the world. Humanizing globalization is what will resonate with citizens, particularly youth.
Concerning the direction of US foreign policy, John Negroponte, former US Deputy Secretary of State, former US Director
of National Intelligence, and Concordia Leadership Council Member, commented on the other elephant in the room,
the Trump administration. As a country with only 5 percent of the world’s population, the US needs to view NATO as an
indispensable part of national security policy. Paula Dobriansky, Ph.D., former Under Secretary of State for Democracy
and Global Affairs, President’s Special Envoy to Northern Ireland, & Concordia Leadership Council Member, underscored
this as a threat to liberal democracy.
As the conversation came to a close, it was clear participants agreed that more integration for Europe would lead to more
stability in its future.

QUOTES
•

“We’re now going through a revolution that I believe future historians will judge to be as significant a turning point, as
was the industrial revolution, and that’s the combination of technological change with increased trade, the movement
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of people, goods, and services across national borders. What we call globalization.” - George Mitchell, Former Senate
Majority Leader, State of Maine; Leadership Council Member, Concordia
•

“The most important lesson of the Marshall Plan period is that we have an enduring interest in maintaining the
structure of Transatlantic unity. Everything that we seek to accomplish in the world works better when we do so as a
Transatlantic community.” - Geoffrey Pyatt, US Ambassador to the Hellenic Republic

•

“It would be a mistake to see Brexit as a challenge to the integrity of Europe. The vote in the UK to leave the European
Union was not a rejection of European values…We’re leaving the institutions of the European Union, but not Europe.
We’ll continue to play our part to ensure that Europe can project its values, defend its security, and sustain its
prosperity.” - UK Ambassador to the Hellenic Republic

•

“The deep long-term reforms that this country needs have to do with education. An education that would include
continuous education and the ability to provide an economy - which will at some point start growing - with people
that have the necessary skill sets to take advantage of these jobs. We will need a massive reskilling project to take
place in Greece to make sure that we cover the jobs that will eventually emerge in Greece. And we can only do it with
the participation of the private sector. We cannot do it otherwise.” - Myriakos Mitsotakis, President, Nea Demokratia

•

“If you have high unemployment, then you end up with societal pressures. If you have a shrinking middle class,
then you lead to a rise to populist movements. What we’ve seen around the world is that institutions help stabilize
democracy. A strong middle class also helps stabilize democracy. These are the areas that Europe has to work on.” Dimitris Tsitsiragos, Vice President of New Business, International Finance Corporation

NEXT STEPS
Concordia remains highly invested in the security and prosperity of Europe and has prioritized collaboration across the
continent as a focal point of our programming. This Strategic Dialogue session served as a continuation of the Future of
Europe discussion at the 2016 Concordia Annual Summit in New York and will carry into our programming for the 2017
Annual Summit.
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AFTERNOON REMARKS
•

His All-Holiness Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew Archbishop of Constantinople

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

The 21st century has been shaped by wars and armed conflicts that have created a difficult reality of vulnerability and
suffering for more than 65 million migrants. Because of this, His All-Holiness noted that it is very important to live a
life guided by the religious principles of hospitality.

•

His All-Holiness suggested making religions more effective in confronting social issues and challenges, specifically in
regards to the refugee crisis.

SUMMARY
His All-Holiness stated that through religious principles we should act with the values of hospitality, being a neighbor to
everyone who needs our support, independently of their religious, political, and social background since there is nothing
more holy than the human person. The church is on the side of the weary, eradicating social problems’ causes . He appealed
to those able to remove the migration crisis’ causes, and suggested making religions more effective in confronting social
issues and challenges, explaining, “the Mediterranean Sea should not be a tomb, but a place of dialogue.” The Middle East
was portrayed as an area on the verge of disappearance and in need of urgent action to resolve conflicts in the region.
He also acknowledged that the migration crisis is a matter of the whole of humankind, and that all must work together
with common initiatives to preserve human dignity. He characterized Greece as a country that responded with generosity
and compassion to the crisis, demonstrating the human face of the EU, which has had its identity challenged. He defined
the migration crisis as an opportunity for building bridges of solidarity, and said that religions should strongly contribute
to and support all political initiatives that serve justice. He concluded that hatred and violence are a negation of human
dignity, while love and solidarity are practices that show God’s presence.
On environmental issues, His All-Holiness expressed that climate change will further impact migration flows and that
pollution is connected with the social problem of poverty. On human rights, he commented that they cannot be properly
understood apart from their religious roots, as Christianity and humanitarian movements go hand in hand.

QUOTES
•

“There’s nothing more sacred than the human person.” - His All-Holiness Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew
Archbishop of Constantinople

•

“Christianity and humanitarian movements go hand in hand.” - His All-Holiness Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew
Archbishop of Constantinople

•

“We cannot separate our concern for human dignity, human rights, or social justice from our concern for peace and
sustainability.” - His All-Holiness Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew Archbishop of Constantinople
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THE ASCEND INITIATIVE:

SUPPORTING NEGLECTED ASYLUM SEEKERS AND
DISADVANTAGED GREEKS
•

Jimmy Athanasopoulos, Head of Social Responsibility, The Libra Group

•

Frank Giustra, CEO, Fiore Group; Founder and President, Radcliffe Foundation

•

Jae Kim, Chief Philanthropy Officer, Radcliffe Foundation

•

Stelios Kyriakakis, Head of Finance and Project Control, IKEA Foundation

•

Constantine Varvias, Principal Representative, Western Union for Greece

•

Peggy Antonakou, General Manager, Microsoft Hellas, Cyprus, & Malta

•

Cameron Sinclair, Head of Social Innovation, Airbnb

•

Epaminondas Farmakis, General Director, Solidarity Now

•

Evan Malone, Founder, NextFab Foundation

•

Nikos Koumettis, CEE BU President, The Coca-Cola Company

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

The Ascend Initiative, a platform for private sector mobilization and collaboration, was created to assist refugees,
asylum seekers, and Greeks affected by the migrant crisis. This consortium of private sector actors works in concert
with local civil society organizations.

•

The HOME Project, which is supported by the Libra Group, provides food, shelter, and a healing environment to
unaccompanied refugee minors.

•

The goal from these partnerships is to help refugee children have a place to call home, empower their creativity, close
the camps, bring people to the urban environment, and support them in reuniting with their family for a better future.

SUMMARY
Jimmy Athanasopoulos, Head of Social Responsibility of The Libra Group and Frank Giustra, CEO of Fiore Group and
Founder and President of Radcliffe Foundation, presented the Ascend Initiative at this session.
Giustra explained that the Ascend Initiative was designed to assist neglected people, mainly refugees and asylum
seekers, as well as Greeks affected by the crisis. Ascend aims to maximize the impact by entrepreneurial philanthropy.
Athanasopoulos mentioned that there are situations when there is an urgent need which can be supported by the HOME
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Project, a nonprofit providing food, shelter, and a healing environment to vulnerable unaccompanied minors.
Giustra described a visit to Lesvos which changed his perspective and led him to dedicate himself to finding solutions
to the migration issue. He assisted with private capital, by providing infrastructure (a reception center on the island),
boats, equipment, and staff. He continued by presenting the Ascend Initiative as an innovative platform for private sector
mobilization and collaboration. He also commented on the courage and generosity of the Greek people who took on the
burden of the crisis at the time when they least needed it.
Organizations such as the Radcliffe Foundation, the Libra Group, The Coca-Cola Company, Ikea, Airbnb, Solidarity Now,
Microsoft, Western Union, and NextFab Foundation support this initiative. Representatives from these groups explained
that the reason they collaborate with Ascend is a desire to positively impact the huge numbers of unaccompanied minors.
Their goal is for the private sector, along with the government and the UN, to help the children have a place to call home,
empower their creativity, close the camps, bring people to urban environments, and support them in reuniting with their
families for a better future.

QUOTES
•

“The HOME Project protects the most vulnerable unaccompanied minors.” - Jimmy Athanasopoulos, Head of Social
Responsibility, The Libra Group

•

“There are solutions where there is urgent need.” - Jimmy Athanasopoulos, Head of Social Responsibility, The Libra
Group

•

“Ascend is an innovative platform for private sector mobilization.” - Frank Giustra, CEO, Fiore Group; Founder and
President, Radcliffe Foundation
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RECALIBRATING THE RESPONSE:

SHIFTING EMERGENCY MINDSETS TO SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
FOR REFUGEES
•

Amb. Paula J. Dobriansky, Ph.D., former Under Secretary of State for Democracy and Global Affairs, President’s Special
Envoy to Northern Ireland, Leadership Council Member, Concordia (moderator)

•

Mayor Yiannis Boutaris, Mayor of Thessaloniki

•

Amadou Diallo, Youth Representative, The HOME Project

•

Sofia Kouvelaki, Executive Director, The HOME Project

•

Stavros Lambrinidis, European Union’s Special Representative for Human Rights

•

Philippe Leclerc, UNHCR Representative in Greece

•

Niraj Singh, Executive Vice President, International Public Sector, Vodafone Global Enterprise

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

Amadou Diallo, a youth representative from the HOME Project, shared that if the public and private sector helped
children, they could help contribute to solving the refugee crisis.

•

There is a lack of ability to address conflict at its root cause and locations; refugee camps should be emergency
options.

•

The public sector should reach out to the private sector for help in all aspects of the refugee crisis, from accommodation
to processing to security.

•

Following a visit to refugee camps Chios earlier that morning, Nitzia Logothetis, Founder and Executive Chairwoman
of the Seleni Institute, explained how the mental health of refugees is largely overlooked. Stress emanating from
camp conditions can cause psychosis in children and create tensions within local populations.

DESCRIPTION
Since the conflict in Syria began six years ago, staggering amounts of the country’s population have been displaced
internally, with record numbers fleeing the country across borders. Over one million refugees entered the EU in 2015 at the
height of the crisis. The protracted nature of the conflict means that temporary, short-term emergency response efforts
are an insufficient solution to the overwhelming number of families who have been impacted by the crisis. However, relief
programs of three, six, and twelve month durations still make up the majority of response efforts. It is clear the human toll
of the Syria crisis must be addressed in the long term. This session discussed the fundamental recalibration necessary to
shift away from siloed short-term approaches to holistic strategies that bridge relief and development needs, maximize
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efficiencies by incorporating private sector perspectives, and values local voices and accountable governance.

SUMMARY
During the discussion, Greece was characterized as a country on the front lines of the refugee crisis and was commended
for its efforts. The HOME Project was presented during the discussion. Sofia Kouvelaki, Executive Director of the HOME
Project, offered facts on the crisis:
•
•
•
•
•

40 percent of refugee arrivals are children.
The children who are traveling alone are exposed to danger.
The current refugee crisis is the biggest demographic change since Word War II.
Children are trapped since accommodation units are at full capacity.
More than 1,000,000 children are in urgent need of protection.

Amadou Diallo, a youth representative from the HOME Project, spoke on behalf of children refugees, and requested the
help of both the private and public sector, claiming that if the children are helped with shelter and education they will be
able to contribute to resolving the refugee crisis.
The political representatives at the table raised the concern that the government does not adequately deal with the
problem. Yiannis Boutaris, Mayor of Thessaloniki, mentioned that Thessaloniki is accustomed to receiving refugees, giving
examples of the integration of Albanians, Armenians, Greeks from Russia, and Asia Minor. He claimed that paperwork
concerning asylum seekers, the current situation of unemployed Greeks, the existence of ex-military camps, and smuggling
are some the main issues he faces. In an effort to integrate the refugees into society, he provides afternoon lessons and
tours in the city. He aims to make the people view the city as a potential home, not a transient destination.
Stavros Lambrinidis, the EU’s Special Representative for Human Rights affirmed that, “We are not reinventing the wheel,”
as millions of migrants have in the past moved around the world. He raised the issue of human trafficking and stated
that the lack of security leads to racism and xenophobia, a violation of the law. He said the EU needs to take more
responsibility, creating legal migration channels and integrating refugees who cannot be “stuck in a grey zone forever.”
Philippe Leclerc, UNHCR Representative in Greece, highlighted the incapacity to prevent conflict and find durable
solutions, and characterized camps as an emergency solution. He argued that the government should make management
decisions and treat refugees in a more transparent way. Private sector representatives encouraged the public sector to
seek help from them in scaling projects and removing the middleman through technology, as collaboration with the
private sector can provide both expertise and funding.
The issue of refugee mental health was also raised since there remains a lack of mental health care professionals in
refugee areas. Nitzia Logothetis, Founder and Executive Chairwoman of Seleni Institute, offered examples of situations
where children in a transient state and not attending school became toxically stressed and began to suffer from psychosis.
People located in these zones are overstressed, which creates tension in both refugee populations and local society.
Emmanouil Vournous, Mayor of Chios, declared that the island is in essence a detention zone within the EU, which is
resulting in a poisonous mix to the local society and economy. He suggested that the solution is for the government to
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take responsibility, communicate with the local community and the EU, and support the refugees. On the integration of
refugees, it was discussed that it is vital to help them access the labor market and approach integration in a holistic way,
building the resilience of refugees, creating bridges, helping the community adapt, and vice versa. Changing the narrative
around refugees was also addressed. Media should be more careful about painting refugees with compassion.
The discussion concluded with the notion that camps should be closed since they are more of a clusters of fear as
opposed to being a sanctuaries of hope. From the refugee perspective, integration would provide an opportunity for them
to learn and contribute to the refugee community while overcoming politics and bureaucratic challenges. The crisis was
characterized as an opportunity for individuals to show personal leadership.

QUOTES
•

“At the HOME Project we don’t work with migrants. We don’t work with refugees. We work with children. Children that
have been marginalized to the point of invisibility. So at the HOME Project we not only provide for them a safe home,
we give them a voice.”- Sofia Kouvelaki, Executive Director, The HOME Project

•

“It’s true that I don’t have all the money and the resources to succeed but I want you to know that I have all the people
I need to succeed.” - Amadou Diallo, Youth Representative, The HOME Project

•

“A major challenge is avoiding collective treatment of migrants, a collective treatment of asylum seekers. They are
individuals. They have human dignity and they have rights under international law. And what we have to do, and
what we’re doing in Europe, is ensuring that every single one of the people applying for asylum receives an individual
procedure.” - Stavros Lambrinidis, EU Special Representative for Human Rights

•

“The root causes of why an individual left one’s country, either by force or by desire, is an important consideration in
determining what are the best solutions, no matter what country.” - Paula J. Dobriansky, Ph.D., former Under Secretary
of State for Democracy and Global Affairs, President’s Special Envoy to Northern Ireland, Leadership Council Member,
Concordia

•

“When people are traumatized, they cannot learn. You can give children as many opportunities as you want in
education, but if they’re fearful, they cannot learn.” - Nitzia Logothetis, Founder and Executive Chairwoman of The
Seleni Institute

NEXT STEPS
Our focus on migration and refugees is a major theme within our Human Rights & Civil Liberties Programming Pipeline.
This Strategic Dialogue session served as a continuation of discussions from our Private Sector Forum on Migration and
Refugees at the 2016 Concordia Annual Summit in New York and will carry into our programming at the 2017 Annual
Summit with a Learning Exchange on September 18th between cities to discuss specific ideas for how to overcome refugee
challenges facing cities, especially in the context of public-private partnerships. The Learning Exchange will be held in
partnership with the City of New York and Columbia University’s Global Policy Initiative.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
•

Nicholas Logothetis, Co-Founder & Chairman of the Board, Concordia

DESCRIPTION
Concluding the Summit, Nicholas Logothetis, Co-Founder & Chairman of the Board, Concordia mentioned that there is
a lack of leadership when addressing some of the most important issues facing the globe, and Concordia’s purpose is to
help facilitate good leadership. He stated that Concordia will act as a catalyst for building partnerships for the future, and
that issues can be solved in partnership when there is a shared vision.

QUOTES
•

“No matter our differences, and no matter where we call home, we have a shared vision in front of us, but I encourage
you to take a step further: There are some problems in this world that cannot be solved by one actor alone, we have
learned at Concordia that it must be solved in a partnership.” - Nicholas Logothetis, Co-Founder & Chairman of the
Board, Concordia
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CLOSING KEYNOTE REMARKS
•

H.E. Alexis Tsipras, Prime Minister, The Hellenic Republic

KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

Evidence shows that the Greek economy is recovering and the markets, as well as the country as a whole, are ready
for investment.

•

Support from the EU is critical if Greece is to achieve its full potential.

•

The issues of unemployment and a new generation’s migration remain priorities.

•

European unification is a way for the continent to take its destiny into its own hands.

SUMMARY
H.E. Alexis Tsipras, Prime Minister of the Hellenic Republic, closed the Concordia Europe Summit. He declared that it is
necessary to take action in order for Greece to move forward. He offered his vision for a future of growth, stressing that
there is no need to focus on the past.
Tsipras stated that Greece should be optimistic about the future as all the evidence indicates a positive trend and a
recovering economy. Tsipras commended the Greek people for their sacrifices and claimed that investors can trust Greece
as both the country and the markets are ready. What is needed is support from the EU. He urged Europe to commit to
programs that will bring growth and help Greece achieve its potential given its human capital, tourism, energy, transport,
shipping, and geographic location.
As Tsipras concluded, he explained that the issues of unemployment and a new generation’s migration remain priorities.
He also spoke about unification as a way for Europe to take its destiny into its own hands. Nationalism has been prevailing;
Brexit serves as one of its most visible results. He advocated for the speeding up of democratization which has receded
due to the crisis.

QUOTES
•

“Europe should commit in creating programs that will create growth.” - H.E. Alexis Tsipras, Prime Minister, The Hellenic
Republic

•

“Our priority is the de-escalation of unemployment.” - H.E. Alexis Tsipras, Prime Minister, The Hellenic Republic

•

“Greece is ready, investors are ready, the markets are ready. They only wait for Europe’s signal.” - H.E. Alexis Tsipras,
Prime Minister, The Hellenic Republic
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CONCORDIA DAY OF ENGAGEMENT
HOST: CONCORDIA SOCIAL IMPACT DEPARTMENT
SUMMARY
In an effort to meaningfully connect Members, partners, and other key stakeholders to the issues discussed during major
international events, Concordia has introduced Days of Engagement. These experiential learning excursions highlight
public-private partnerships in action and offer participants an engaging platform to network and visualize their individual
role in achieving social impact.
Immediately following our inaugural Europe Summit, members of the Concordia community participated in the Day of
Engagement which commenced with a guided tour and overview of Open Schools and Designed for Better Learning two projects run by the Athens Partnership. An initiative between the City of Athens and the private sector, the Athens
Partnership promotes high-impact partnerships that support innovative public programs in health, education, community
development, and other areas of need.
Operating within 25 public schools across the city, Open Schools is a project that aims to transform public schools into
local community meeting places and centers of activity. Day of Engagement attendees interacted with direct beneficiaries
of the Open Schools project -- including witnessing a performance of a neighborhood percussion group -- and heard
from the founder of a Sustainable Social Entrepreneurship course. The course, taught in a local public school, trains
unemployed and underemployed adults through a 32-hour seminar, and has helped dozens of entrepreneurs develop
business plans and establish job-creating companies throughout their communities.
Later in the day on a guided tour of a school facility, participants also learned about the community impact of the
Designed for Better Learning project that was created in partnership with the University of Crete and the Greek Ministry of
Education to revitalize underfunded public schools. Participants learned about the many ways the project has enhanced
learning and student engagement in Athens, whether through the repainting of the school’s façade and interior redesigns
or through the addition of a Makers Space equipped with design tools, printers, and 3D print cutters for student use.
Participants then visited The HOME Project, a recently launched initiative that provides holistic protection, support, and
social inclusion to unaccompanied refugee children in Greece. Through a tour of one of The HOME Project’s shelters,
attendees had the opportunity to meet with a group of unaccompanied refugee children from the Middle East and Africa
residing in the country. They participated in a head scarf wrapping lesson, played table tennis, and baked brownies,
among other activities selected by the children. During the visit, participants heard firsthand accounts from the children
and witnessed a powerful moment as two sisters residing at the shelter received notice that other members of their family
had been found and that they would soon be reunited following 5 years of separation.
Thanks to the impactful work by The Home Project and the Athens Partnership, Day of Engagement participants were
able to take part in a program that demonstrated the innovative partnerships that engage local governments, the private
sector, and nonprofit organizations to address systemic challenges facing at-risk communities in Greece.
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ROUNDTABLES
REMOVING THE HIDDEN STUMBLING BLOCK:

ADDRESSING MENTAL HEALTH NEEDS OF REFUGEES TO
DRIVE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATOR: AMERICARES
KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

Mental health is not given the attention it deserves. The infrastructure and resources for the treatment of mental
health issues are lacking across the globe.

•

When refugees arrive at the camps, they are already dealing with the trauma the suffered in their own country and the
living conditions refugees are exposed to often cause them even further mental health issues.

•

Impact is hard to measure, but we should figure out how – and there is a lack of funding for mental health programming.

•

Mental health efforts should be incorporated into all programmatic efforts, from emergency response to refugee
resettlement and beyond.

SUMMARY
This roundtable explored the impact of mental health on development and identified collaborative solutions for improving
and protecting the mental health of refugees. Participants agreed that there is a severe lack of mental health resources
available to refugees, most of whom have faced significant trauma. recognized that primary care doctors are completely
unprepared for dealing with mental health issues. Michael Nyenhuis, President & CEO of Americares and Concordia
Leadership Council Member noted, however, that medical organizations have realized this deficiency, and have been
developing more mental health programs.
Dr. Apostolos Veizis, Head of Medical Operational Support Unit at MSF-Greece, stated that the problems regarding the
treatment of mental health issues in Greece are very complex. He pointed out that even though in theory Greece is an
industrialized European country, in reality the country is in a deep financial crisis and health services have suffered
from great budget cuts. Philippe Leclerc, UNHCR Representative in Greece, agreed with Veizis on the difficult situation
regarding mental health infrastructure in Greece.
Nicole Riggs, Founder of Make It Happen, explained that refugees often suffer from multiple levels of trauma related to
many issues, including the events that took place in their country of origin, the often traumatizing fate of their families,
their lack of education, and difficulty with the language in the host country. Especially in Europe, paying attention to
linguistic issues is crucial.
Philip Chow, Co-founder & CEO of Humanitas, spoke about challenges people from different organizations related to the
refugee crisis face in exchanging information, and highlighted the usefulness of technology in reducing mental health
issues.
Carolyn Miles, President & CEO of Save the Children, expressed that she was surprised by the number of refugees still coming
through the border in Greece, and participants agreed with her concerns about the increase in self-harm, depression,
substance abuse, and aggression within refugee populations. As the participants discussed the effects environment can
have on refugees’ psyche, Afshan Khan, Regional Director of UNICEF, stressed the importance of ensuring that when
refugees arrive in a host country they do not suffer from further trauma due to the living conditions to which they are
exposed.
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SDGS4PEACE:

DEVELOPING A PARTNERSHIP ROADMAP TO SDG
IMPLEMENTATION IN GREECE
KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

The SDGs create an inclusive framework for private sector and civil society (the “third sector”) to design, partner for,
and carry out sustainability solutions.

•

Greece must develop local solutions, not transfer external ideas in hopes of a good outcome.

•

More coordination amongst sectors is necessary.

•

Trust, both within communities and between communities and authorities, is incredibly important.

SUMMARY
The International Peace Institute and Concordia are preparing a report on the role of the SDGs in developing stable,
peaceful societies. Greece was selected as a case study in part due to the dual challenges stemming from the economic
and the refugee crisis. In February, a number of in-person and virtual interviews were conducted with representatives of
key government ministries, private sector representatives, and civil society actors. This roundtable convened an esteemed
body of individuals and served as an opportunity to comment on the draft report’s findings and recommendations. For
many, the session served as a first meeting point between organizations, making it a valuable platform upon which to
discuss a collaborative way forward.
For many, the SDGs are seen as an inclusive opportunity to rebuild the future. Whereas past national and global
development plans focused primarily on the role of the government to enact top-down change, the SDGs engage all
sectors, and are framed in a manner where holistic responses that work towards multiple goals in tandem are most
successful. This shift was welcomed by the roundtable participants, who believe any implementation will require the
involvement of civil society, academic institutions, and the private sector alongside the government. However, partnering
towards SDG implementation will not be easy. Trust -- internally and between institutions and sectors -- was seen as a
major obstacle in the case of Greece.
According to Scott Weber, President of Interpeace, trust can be developed through co-creation, meaning that the SDGs
can serve a secondary benefit beyond their immediate societal, climate, economic, and governance goals: they can be
the vehicle through which trust is restored.The group agreed leadership was necessary, and that it does not necessarily
need to come from the government. Civil society (both NGOs and academia) can instill citizenship values across Greece,
creating more individual and collective ownership over the SDGs. Top-down policy pales in comparison to what the Greek
people could achieve on their own, through their own initiatives. The exception is governance at the municipality level.
Tying city priorities with local actors and implementing SDGs through local channels seamlessly empowers and improves
outcomes, and several positive examples of projects at the Athens and Thessaloniki municipality level underscored the
critical role local governments play in this process.
Second to trust restoration was the theme of education. Education must be linked to a career path and seen as a vehicle
for implementing a number the SDGs, which may require Greek ministries, academic institutions, and the public to
embrace alternative curriculums.
The roundtable catalyzed participants to further collaborate, and a number of next steps for continued joint efforts
were identified in the conversation. An immediate next step is achieving cross-sectoral buy-in on an implementation
plan. The General Secretariat of the Greek Government coordinates the interministerial efforts in this regard, and is
currently finalizing a national action plan and set of priorities, to which this conversation and subsequent feedback can
contribute. Nikos Trantas, Head of the Office of Coordination on Institutional, International & European Affairs at the
General Secretariat of the Greek Government, explained that his office has been collecting the necessary input from the
different ministries and is looking for ways to involve the academic community. He committed to sharing outcomes at
their earliest public nature, as the group convened can serve as implementers towards the 2030 Agenda, and all agreed
that there is no time to lose.
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BUILDING FUTURES:

EMPOWERING REFUGEES THROUGH EMPLOYMENT
COLLABORATOR: EUROPEAN COMMISSION
KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

The refugee response cannot be developed independently of external factors, such as Greece’s unemployment rate
and economic conditions.

•

Employment programs designed solely to benefit the refugee population would be politically impossible. Any initiative
must also serve the host community.

•

Integration is essential to a successful employment scheme.

SUMMARY
The global community has witnessed an unprecedented level of forced migration caused by manmade crises, environmental
disasters, and economic or political disparity. Greece has been at the forefront of the response to the flood of refugees
from northern Africa and the Middle East, adding to the turmoil caused by nearly a decade of recession. To date, the
global community has responded to this challenge through humanitarian aid. There is a need to re-calibrate the response
and better connect development and humanitarian efforts towards long-term solutions. Job creation and livelihood is a
critical aspect of this shift. This roundtable brought together representatives of the local and global private sector as well
as international governmental organizations and local civil society actively working on the refugee response in Greece to
collaborate around more sustainable solutions to refugee employment in a Greek context.
Given Greece’s current economic situation, the creation of jobs for refugees is particularly problematic. With 25 percent
of Greek living below the poverty line and a 23 percent unemployment rate, Dimitris Danilatos, Executive Director of CSR
Hellas & Global Compact Network Hellas, reinforced the importance of emergency and humanitarian aid but urged realism
in considering job creation. Others agreed that the most immediate role Greece must play relates to basic needs, but that
longer term job placement may not be a top priority given the needs of the Greek people. But those refugees that stay in
Greece -- which stands to be a number larger than originally anticipated -- need a solution. Therefore, any government
or private sector led initiative must benefit both the refugee population and host community to be viable. Per Heggenes,
CEO of the IKEA Foundation, pointed to a successful employment scheme in Jordan as a model to explore. Towards that
effort, there is a need to better identify and accredit skills, map local job needs, and create a system of free movement to
match people with opportunity. The local authorities at this time do not have the structure for such a process.
Integration is the first step towards realizing the opportunity that the influx of refugees can present to the Greek
economy. Resettlement and community involvement policies can look to outcomes from other cases, like Cameroon
or, less successfully, Kenya, to think through how housing can increase access to the job market. The 2016 integration
framework driven by the Obama Administration was, according to some, a huge step in the right direction. In accordance,
major progress is underway between UNHCR and the European Commission to disband all Greek camps and fully
integrate refugees by the end of 2017, according to Jean-Louis de Brouwer, Director of the European Civil Protection and
Humanitarian Aid Operations at the European Commission. Chios represents one example where abandoned houses
provided ready shelter for refugee families, and job creation based on local agrarian infrastructure enabled the host
community to match resources with labor needs.
Ultimately, the group agreed that the crisis cannot be resolved through donations. The private sector can play a major
role in framing this as a shared value opportunity rather than a philanthropic cause. More time and attention to education
campaigns around the economic benefits (brain “gain”, entrepreneurial growth, and FDI are just some of the potential
boosts possible) need to be provided to facilitate integration and increase public will. Greece, like the rest of Europe, has
an aging populace. Forced and voluntary migration will continue to affect the continent in a major way. If capitalized on,
it could be the very thing that is needed.
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THE ROLE OF FAMILY INVESTMENT IN ACHIEVING
THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
COLLABORATOR: T he I m Pact
KEY TAKEAWAYS
•

Private sector contribution is necessary for the implementation of the SDGs.

•

All stakeholders involved in the life cycle of a product - from production to transportation to consumption - should
coordinate to effectively push for more sustainable methods.

SUMMARY
This roundtable investigated how impact investment can be leveraged to achieve the SDGs by 2030.
The ImPact began the session by clarifying that the discussion was to focus on impact investment rather than philanthropy.
The ImPact stated that social awareness, political will, strong partnerships, and reliable accountability frameworks are
crucial for achieving the SDGs.
Participants noted that younger generations seems to have a more nuanced understanding of the importance of
environmental and social responsibility factors when making investment decisions. When explaining this concept to
potential investors, younger people tend to immediately perceive it as a concept of value rather than a cost.
As the session progressed, participants discussed projects promoting youth entrepreneurship, using innovative corporate
social responsibility initiatives to promote educational programs for both children and primary school educators in Greece,
and increasing awareness of local sustainability issues, such as waste management and renewable energy. Participants
highlighted the importance of a bottom-up approach in achieving sustainable results.
Moving to the shipping industry, participants noted that exerting pressure for more sustainable practices is difficult for
individual ship-owners. They mentioned, however, that there are important initiatives pushing for more sustainable
practices in the shipping industry, such as Shell Oil’s decision to restrict business to companies that comply with their
sustainability criteria. Other participants added that there has been great progress from regulatory bodies, such as the
International Maritime Organization (IMO).
In closing the session, with regard to SDG 17, participants highlighted the importance of government coordination of
partnerships between industries and the effectiveness of technology in facilitating collaboration and transparency. To
achieve the SDGs by 2030, both coordination and transparency are key to creating lasting social and environmental
impact.
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NEWS & PRESS
The Concordia Europe Summit in Athens garnered significant media attention from local, regional, and international
outlets across the continent and beyond. The event generated over 600 news articles and was well-attended by over 80
foreign correspondents and Greek press contacts. The livestream made it possible for global audiences to follow along
in real time, while national news outlets broadcasted the feed directly to viewers across Greece. Interviews in leading
Greek media outlets helped build visibility ahead of the Summit, and numerous media briefings were conducted on site.
A strategic social media plan encouraged robust engagement by new and existing online followers and helped make
#Concordia17 the highest trending hashtag in Greece for three consecutive days. The extensive coverage produced by
the Summit has helped build credibility for Concordia across Europe, further solidifying our role as a leading platform to
address pressing regional and global challenges through the lens of partnership.
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COLLABORATORS:

FOUNDING SPONSOR:
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Concordia is a registered 501(c)(3) nonprofit, nonpartisan organization that enables public-private
partnerships to create a more prosperous and sustainable future. As equal parts convener, campaigner, and
innovation incubator, Concordia is actively building cross-sector partnerships for social impact by leveraging
its network of business, government, and nonprofit leaders. Concordia was founded in 2011 by Matthew A.
Swift and Nicholas M. Logothetis.
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